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Battle evil as old as time itself and save mankind from demonic forces in this thrilling hidden object adventure! Kate is a
modern woman who still suffers from nightmares a 5d3b920ae0
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Recommended for people who likes to think, to solve puzzles, and to be stuck for half an hour or so :-) Personaly - enjoyed it a
lot. Half of Saturday well spent.. A decent game, although it is short and the story could have been a little more thought out. It
feels like a Nancy Drew game in a world of Sherlock Holmes. It's not boring, but it is kinda junior. Interesting mechanics.
Worth the play, but I would get it on sale.. pros - good looking graphics - puzzles and mini games are mostly enjoyable. they are
not so easy or difficult - intriguing and exciting story - cool background musics - hidden object elements are fun. - well made
cut scenes - there is auto save - there are steam achievements cons - there are some frustrating trial/error puzzles. fortunately
you can skip if you don't want to solve them. - there is no travelling map - main character's bad voice acting this is an decent hog
game.. This is a bog standard point & click, and is very much showing its age. The voice acting is pretty dire, the graphics are
okay, the story is reasonably engaging and the puzzles are okay. There's nothing hugely bad, but there is nothing hugely good
either. However, the price you can get this for in a sale makes it worthwhile if you like this type of game.. Excellent. Deserves
its high reviews. This is a point and click style casual adventure game, with some "use the item / shape" type hidden object
scenes. I found it entertaining and well-designed. When I was done, I wanted a sequel. Note: there are definitely a few jump
scares, and the atmosphere is creepy at times; nothing I'd classify as horror, but something to bear in mind I liked the title song -
very cool. There were a few places with dialogue choices, but I couldn't tell if the answers mattered (except for one easy
achievement). That aspect felt unfinished, somehow - as if they'd planned for more complexity, then decided against it. That
said, it was nice to be able to choose my character's overall personality through those choices. A very solid 9.5 out of 10 for me
for this type of game.
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